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Our mission is to offer different and unique routes
Barcelona Art of Travel© is a tourist service specialized in unique and unforgettable routes
and experiences.
With professional guides and rigorous expertise, Barcelona Art of Travel offers an option of
cultural, ecological, historical, and artistic tourism, as interesting as attractive... and, above
all, unique.
These are trips in which the client will discover unpublicized aspects of the place, space
or event visited, which will remain as a special memory of the knowledge and experiences
that will have been lived.
Salvador Dalí, a mad genius. His life, his work, his house... and his eccentricities.
Antoni Gaudí, the poet of stones and shapes. Creative modesty.
A thousand years of wines. Vines, soil, clusters, pressing, resting, bottle and glass.
Modernism. Ceramics, iron and bricks dance.

Our Vision: to offer a tailor-made service for travelers, families or companies looking for
unique experiences “off the beaten path”, that are sustainable in all areas. Contributing to
the improvement of all those local businesses that personalize our services and flee from
globalization. We open doors that no one else can open, private clubs, emblematic buildings when they are closed, and we share our findings and secrets.
Barcelona Art of Travel is also certified by Biosphere to reduce the environmental impact,
calculating the carbon footprint of any activity, to reduce it and compensate for emissions
that could not be avoided.
We have also obtained the ‘Safe Travels of the Global Sustainable Tourism Council’. This
seal is the first approved worldwide that recognizes companies, entities and destinations
that carry out prevention and hygiene actions against Covid-19, with the aim of creating
safe spaces for travelers.

Barcelona Art of Travel is also a Biosphere certified agency.
Our main goal: To improve day by day and in all aspects.
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BCN CITY
TOUR
CULTURAL

GASTRONOMY

RELIGIOUS CULTURAL

VIP SERVICE

Secret Sagrada Família

The most beautiful markets in Barcelona

Cathedrals and basilicas in Barcelona

Casa Milà - Secret Pedrera

Wine experience in helicopter

Escape into your own city

Savor a clandestine dinner and taste
Teichenné’s premium gins line

Exclusive entrance to the cathedral of
Barcelona and its windows

Visit Camp Nou and Barça museum
accompanied by a former professional player

Palau güell jewish route (el Call)
Modernism private tour (in addition to “la
manzana de la discordia”)

A unique tasting: taste the best do sparkling
wines Corpinnat and visit its wineries and
vineyards

Most illustrious women of Barcelona’s tour
TREKKING / NATURE

Visit the Liceo, enter the circle of Liceo and
the Palau de la Música, accompanied by a
tenor’s voice

Come to smell the thousands of varieties
of roses of Cervantes park, followed by a
succulent picnic

Visit the andalusian Barcelona, remember
the great carmen amaya and enjoy the best
flamenco tablao
Visit the Sagrada Familia during COVID times

WELLNESS

Wellness life experience
SPORTS

Visit the cemeteries of Barcelona looking for
the most famous people buried in the city

Musical route secret Palau

Visit the Sagrada Familia or other religious
sites in Catalonia followed by a liturgy
ceremony ritual

Meet and Greet

Practice yoga and meditation in the sand of la
Barceloneta beach

Barcelona dawn
Surf baptism in Sitges at the exclusive sailing
club
Nautical sports coaching
Walk through Horta’s labyrinth and the city’s
oldest garden with a botanist
Green routes in the mountain of Montjuïc
Urban green routes and modernism on
Collserola
Visit to Montserrat

Nautical experience
Row Barcelona
Play tennis at the club where the conde de
Godó tournament is held

SHOPPING

“Els Encants”, tour through the antiques
market accompanied by an expert antiquarian
Buy clothes km0, made in Barcelona with a
personal shopper
Vinyl record tour; visit the most important
record houses in Barcelona and vip access to
the Sonar

BCN CITY TOUR
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SECRET SAGRADA FAMILIA
cultural

Through his work we will deepen these and other questions that the
visitor can satisfy through a private visit to the Sagrada Familia.
We meet together with the more modest construction of the complex, the sinuous forms of some schools that Gaudí designed for children in the neighborhood … (We explain biography, life, creation and
death).
We continue to enter through the initial door, a work that the author
personally directed. We will go up to the terrace where we will access
the central part, magnificent work worthy of a genius.
Special schedules to be agreed two weeks in advance for an emblematic visit.
Special schedules to suit both, the emblematic visit at the Park Güell
and at Casa Milà (La Pedrera) where will be able to discover wonderful Antoni Gaudí’s symbologies and of Josep Maria Jujol and Gibert.
Guided Visit with expert gaudinólogo at Sagrada Familia, followed
by (optional) a visit to the Park Güell to understand the symbology
and works of both architects.
All the days at the 11:00 all the year round.
2h30 aprox of length.
Price includes guide, entry To Sagrada Familia.
It does not include transport. Optional available upon request.

MORE INFORMATION
Barcelona
Art of Travel
Live your own dream
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CASA MILÀ - SECRET PEDRERA

ESCAPE INTO YOUR OWN CITY

cultural

cultural

Walkthrough all the places in this beautiful building almost exclusively, from the two patios to the
roof, passing through corridors and secret floors.
MORE INFORMATION

Barcelona Getaway at Luxury Hotel 5* GL Hotel
Majestic.

PALAU GÜELL JEWISH ROUTE

MODERNISM PRIVATE TOUR

(el Call)

(in addition to “La manzana de la Discordia”)

cultural

cultural

This tailor-made route has been written in
collaboration with MUHBA (Barcelona museum of
history).

Visit to Modernist buildings without queues.

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
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MOST ILLUSTRIOUS WOMEN OF BARCELONA’S TOUR
cultural

Barcelona has always been a cosmopolitan city and at the forefront
of social advances. Women have had a great influence on the history of the city.

is a report of all the “evils” of Spain at that time. Because of her intelligence, hypersensitivity and shyness, writing was her way of escape
throughout her life.

Learn about five different stories of five women who have left their
mark in Barcelona.

We recommend “24 hours with the Gauche Divine“, an ironic, ruthless,
humorous portrait of that Barcelona of the seventies and of those
men and women so intelligent and brilliant. Terenci called her the
Babe and so she was also known among the divine, much older than
her.

Santa Eulàlia, saint and martyr, patroness of Barcelona. A strong
woman who confronted the Governor of Barcino in the 7th century
due to the persecution of Christians, for which she was imprisoned,
brutally tortured and crucified.
Anna Murià is one of the most important Catalan journalists of the
20th century. Committed feminist to the training of working-class
women. She was a restless woman active in politics, activist of several parties, and collaborated in publications such as “La Rambla”,
“Diari de Catalunya” or “La Dona catalana”.
Carmen Laforet, one of the best writers of the 20th century. At the
age of 23 she won the Nadal Prize with “Nada”, her first novel. She
came to Barcelona to study Philosophy and Letters, an experience
that would inspire her to create her best-known work. Its pages cover
Las Ramblas, Chinatown, Aribau, Drassanes and the Gothic Quarter.
Ana María Moix, at 12 years old he began to write poetry with the
influence of writers such as Bécquer, Azorín and Ana María Matute.
Known by her brother’s friends as “La Nena”, for her young age, she
was introduced in circles of the “gauche divine”, an atmosphere of rebellious writers, filmmakers, architects, artists, journalists, etc. admirers of the French 68, who would be portrayed in her book “24 hours
with the Gauche Divine”. Her latest work, “Personal Manifesto” (2011),

Teresa Claramunt, La “Louise Michel” española, dreamt with a fairer, more beautiful and more human society. Daughter of a proletarian couple, she dropped out of school to work in a textile factory.
Because of the strike, Teresa was fired, and she would never set foot
in a factory again. She was founder of the “Sección de Oficios Varios de Anarcocolectivisas” of Sabadell and, later, the Autonomous
Society of Women, the first Spanish feminist society. Her main report
was the degradation of women workers before men workers. Teresa
was unjustly imprisoned for being connected with the attacks of the
Liceo (1893) and Canvis Nous Street (1896), in which she had had nothing to do.
Duración At least 3 hours.
Incluye Transportation from pick up point and back.
Guide Historian and writer.

MORE INFORMATION
Barcelona
Art of Travel
Live your own dream
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VISIT THE CEMETERIES OF BARCELONA LOOKING
FOR THE MOST FAMOUS PEOPLE BURIED IN THE
CITY

VISIT THE LICEO, ENTER THE CIRCLE OF LICEO AND
THE PALAU DE LA MÚSICA, ACCOMPANIED BY A
TENOR’S VOICE

cultural

cultural

A journey into the past where historical, popular and adventurous
characters are found, as well as stories of wealth and poverty, love
and death.

The Gran Teatro del Liceo of Barcelona is the oldest and most prestigious active theatre in Barcelona, especially as an opera house,
considered one of the most important in the world.

Learn about the hidden histories in the following cemeteries: Montjuïc, Poblenou, Les Corts, Sant Andreu, Sant Gervasi and Sarrià. Discover the history of the city of Barcelona through its cemeteries. An
expert guide of the cemeteries of the city will make you travel in time.

And the Palau de la Música Catalana is a music auditorium designed
by the Barcelona architect Lluís Domènech i Montaner, one of the
greatest representatives of Catalan modernism.

MORE INFORMATION

Imagine visiting these two greatest exponents of music, accompanied by a tenor who in addition to his explanations, will interpret you
small fragments of the best-known operas: Il Barbere di Siviglia, La
Traviata, Madame Butterfly, Nessum Dorma or La Boheme.

MORE INFORMATION

MUSICAL ROUTE SECRET PALAU
cultural

We start at the place where the string instruments are made, a small
luthier workshop in Barcelona.
Next, we will visit the Palau de la Música and the music conservatory,
where great composers such as Enrique Granados were trained.
We end with a concert in the conservatory’s auditorium.

MORE INFORMATION

Barcelona
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VISIT THE ANDALUSIAN BARCELONA, REMEMBER
THE GREAT CARMEN AMAYA AND ENJOY THE BEST
FLAMENCO TABLAO
cultural

Carmen Amaya was born on the sand of the Somorrostro shanty
town, in the heart of a gypsy family from the Sacramonte of Granada
that oozed flamenco from every pore. Her father, José El Chino, was
the guitarist and her aunt, La Faraona, a dancer. At only four years
old, he was already performing with her parents in venues such as
Les Set Portes, never in Tablaos but in theaters where she stood out
for her iconoclastic style, which broke with the most traditional canons of any classical flamenco school. Her tremendous energy in the
tap did not go unnoticed by anyone. In fact, she even rubbed shoulders with Hollywood stars such as Orson Welles, Charles Chaplin or
Greta Garbo.
There are several places in Begur and Barcelona where there are
monuments in her memory made by the artist Rafael Solanic. There
is also a sculpture of her in Montjuïc, by José Cañas.

Go on the tour of Carmen Amaya and enjoy a flamenco session at the
Tablao de Carmen in Poble Espanyol, accompanied by an expert guide
in flamenco.
Suitable For all ages.
Duration 6 hours.
Includes Hotel pickup, guided tour, Tablao Flamenco and lunch.
Expert Guide in Flamenco.

MORE INFORMATION

Carmen became famous as a child, when the Poble Espanyol was
inaugurated on the mountain of Montjuïc, surprising King Alfonso XIII
with his dance and bluntness. This forged a great friendship between
them. Her fame would become worldwide.

Barcelona
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VISIT THE SAGRADA FAMILIA DURING COVID TIMES
cultural
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MARKETS IN BARCELONA
AND LEARN ITS HISTORY
gastronomy

The Sagrada Familia cannot be visited because it is closed due to
COVID19 issues until further notice.
However, we can offer you a visit as our special guest to a mass or
liturgy and enjoy entering into the Sagrada Familia.
We have a very special collaboration of the architect and gaudinologist Mr. Jose Manuel Almuzara.

MORE INFORMATION

Markets provide citizens with a quality of life as drivers of a healthy
and balanced diet. And they are also a reflection of the history of the
city.
Visit the most representative markets of the city and learn the most
curious stories and anecdotes told by a guide who knows the secrets
behind the walls of these monuments.
La Boquería, Sant Antoni and La Concepció are works worthy of
study.

MORE INFORMATION
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SAVOR A CLANDESTINE DINNER AND TASTE
TEICHENNÉ’S PREMIUM GINS LINE
gastronomy

Do you know what’s a clandestine dinner? It’s a dinner where you
don’t know where you are going to have dinner until the same day
and, in addition, you must discover it yourself through clues and enigmas that you receive in your mobile.
Later, we will accompany you to the secret place. And get ready for
an exquisite dinner with a tasting menu of haute cuisine.
When arriving to the private venue we will receive you with a welcome drink and we will begin the experience. There we will unveil the
tasting menu, which consists of between 10 and 12 dishes (depending
on the season). You will have a private chef all night who you will be
seeing live cooking in “showcooking” format.

WINE EXPERIENCE IN HELICOPTER
gastronomy

Fly to this Winery located in the heart of DO Alella (Maresme). Depart from Barcelona and land right between the vines and the Cellar
Alta Alella in only 8 min flight.
Where an expert Sommelier will guide you through the secrets of
these familiar owned private winery with magnificent views of the
Mediterranean Sea… An idyllic place for a love proposal, or just to
promenade and enjoy the excellent wine pairing with locals products
followed with lunch.

MORE INFORMATION

The menu is paired with wines selected exclusively for the menu served that night, local wines of special category. Finally, as a finishing
touch, you will enjoy the Premium line of Teichenné’s Gins. We will
explain the curiosities of these gins so you can discover their scents
and characteristics.
We can’t tell you more…
Suitable For all ages.
Duration Dinner.
Includes Pick up at the hotel, dinner and return to the hotel.
Guide Private chef.

MORE INFORMATION
Barcelona
Art of Travel
Live your own dream
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A UNIQUE TASTING: TASTE THE BEST DO SPARKLING WINES CORPINNAT AND VISIT ITS WINERIES AND
VINEYARDS
gastronomy

Corpinnat is a Designation of Origin for exceptional sparkling wines.
El Penedès is possibly the region where the best wines are made, following a traditional method.
Selected and 100% native grapes are used in the production, which
are organic and harvested by hand.
The precursos wineries of Corpinnat are: Gramona, Llopart, Nadal,
Recaredo, Sabaé i Coca, Torrelló, Can Freixes, Mas Candí, Can Descregut and Júlia Bernet. All of them known for their high level of quality.

Price To consult
Duration Minimum 3 hours.
Not included Transportation from pick up point and back.
Extras Aperitif or lunch.

MORE INFORMATION

We will take you to the heart of these vineyards for you to know them,
and we will show you the elaboration process for you to know why
they are so valued. You will enjoy an unbeatable panoramic view of
El Penedès and the mountains of Montserrat.
Afterwards, we will conclude the tour by tasting 2 “Reserva” sparkling
wines and a “Reserva” 5 years, accompanied by a light aperitif of local gastronomy (sheep’s cheese, fuet and Iberian ham).

Barcelona
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CATHEDRALS AND BASILICAS IN BARCELONA
religious cultural

Tour and exclusive entrance to the Basilica of La Mercè, the “Catedral
del Mar”, the Cathedral of Barcelona and the Church of Sant Felip
Neri, to enter with an official guide, who will accompany you through
these magnificent Gothic, Neo-Gothic and Baroque buildings, explaining the history they keep: doors that currently give to the void,
works of art where the physiognomy of Sant Felip Neri corresponds
to Gaudí… among others.
Cathedrals and Basilicas. Do you know where the difference is? Mainly, the difference is that the cathedral is the headquarter of the bishop and his capitol. This makes, from the point of view of the religious hierarchy, the cathedral the most important place within a
diocese, however, a basilica can be larger and more majestic than
some cathedrals.

MORE INFORMATION
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EXCLUSIVE ENTRANCE TO THE CATHEDRAL OF
BARCELONA AND ITS WINDOWS
religious cultural

VISIT THE SAGRADA FAMILIA OR OTHER RELIGIOUS
SITES IN CATALONIA FOLLOWED BY A LITURGY
CEREMONY RITUAL
religious cultural

Tickets for an exclusive entrance to the Cathedral of Barcelona to see
with an official guide, who will accompany you through this magnificent Gothic and Neo-Gothic building explaining the history that
these large windows keep.
We can even see them from the outside, in the upper gallery, with the
windows open on the exterior wall of the basilica and at the same
time enter secret places, doors that open into the void and explanations of the history of this beautiful Cathedral of Barcelona.

Do you want your association, university, or company to make a private visit to the most precious religious places in Catalonia? We are
your travel agency to cover all the needs of the group. From operations, logistics, Marketing, to the smallest details. We are your ally
in everything related to a unique experience of Religious Tourism in
Catalonia.

MORE INFORMATION
MORE INFORMATION
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VISIT CAMP NOU AND BARÇA MUSEUM
ACCOMPANIED BY A FORMER PROFESSIONAL
PLAYER
vip services

Get to know the heart of FC Barcelona accompanied by a former
player of the club. You won’t have to wait in the long entrance queues thanks to your priority access.
Delve into the history of FC Barcelona and follow the footsteps of
the football legends of the past and the present. Visit the changing
room, benches, presidential box and press room. Enter the chapel
and other special corners for players.
Walk towards the football court through the entrance tunnel and be
amazed by the 360-degree views of Europe’s largest stadium.
And finally, enjoy the most visited museum in Barcelona, where you
will find the brilliant collection of trophies, and memories of players
like Cruiff, Maradona, Kubala, Guardiola, Iniesta, Xavi or Messi. Inside
the museum, the audiovisual and interactive screens will tell you the
story of FC Barcelona.
Suitable For all ages.
Duration Minimum 3 hours.
Includes Hotel pickup, visit, breakfast and return to the hotel.

MEET AND GREET
vip services

Upon arrival, we will meet you at the Barcelona airport, identifying
you with your name with a sign and we will accompany you through
all the airport procedures.
Skip the queues! Our collection service will take care of your bags,
transport them to your car or other means of transport quickly and
safely.

Guide Former soccer player.
MORE INFORMATION
MORE INFORMATION
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COME TO SMELL THE THOUSANDS OF VARIETIES
OF ROSES OF CERVANTES PARK, FOLLOWED BY A
SUCCULENT PICNIC
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WALK THROUGH HORTA’S LABYRINTH AND THE
CITY’S OLDEST GARDEN WITH A BOTANIST
trekking/nature

trekking/nature

Cervantes Park is located in the Pedralbes district of Les Corts, Barcelona. Opened in 1965, it specializes in rose bushes.
The link between Barcelona and roses has a long history. A good
example of this is the international competition held at the Palacio
de Pedralbes between 1929 and 1936, in which the best rose specialists in the world participated. The current International Contest of
New Roses of Barcelona, begun at the beginning of the 21st century,
takes, therefore, the relay of this more than remarkable historical
past.
The variety of trees, linden trees, elms, holm oaks, pines, cedars,
cypresses, olive trees, as well as acacia trees, pepper trees and melias, make up a beautiful environment for the more than 10,000 roses
and more than 2,000 varieties of roses existing in the park, coming
from Asia, Middle East, America or Europe.
After visiting all these wonders, accompanied by a Botanist, you can
enjoy a delicious picnic in the center of the park.

MORE INFORMATION

The Horta Labyrinth Park is a historic garden, the oldest preserved in
the city. It is located in the former estate of the Desvalls family, on a
slope of the Collserola mountain range. Begun in 1794 and completed in its first phase in 1808, it was designed by the Italian architect
Domenico Bagutti.
In the same enclosure, we will find a neoclassical garden of the eighteenth century and a romantic garden of the nineteenth century. It
was opened to the public in 1971. This space has numerous works of
art, mainly sculptures, as well as various ponds, waterfalls, fountains
and a canal that runs through the upper enclosure. In gardening, the
labyrinth stands out, made with cut cypresses.
Throughout its history, the venue has been visited by several monarchs, such as Carlos IV, Fernando VII and Alfonso XIII, and has been
the scene of theatrical performances and various cultural events.
Nowadays it is a garden-museum that has a municipal institute for
training in gardening.

MORE INFORMATION

Barcelona
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GREEN ROUTES IN THE MOUNTAIN OF MONTJUÏC
trekking/nature
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URBAN GREEN ROUTES AND MODERNISM ON
COLLSEROLA

VISIT TO MONTSERRAT
trekking/nature

trekking/nature

Green City Routes combines art and urban parks, a walking tour of
the most emblematic urban parks in the Montjuïc area.

MORE INFORMATION

One of the recreational areas where the locals come, at the foot of
Collserola we have green areas with fountains and springs.

The Sanctuary of Montserrat is a sacred place known to all Catalans,
such as the Virgin of Montserrat, patron saint of Catalonia. Called
“La Moreneta”.

MORE INFORMATION
MORE INFORMATION
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BARCELONA DAWN
sports

The unique BarcelonArt of Travel © experience will
take place on LASER PICO dinghies.
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SURF BAPTISM IN SITGES AT THE
EXCLUSIVE SAILING CLUB
sports

Enjoy a surf baptism in Mediterranean waters ideal
for the initiation in this fun sport.

NAUTICAL SPORTS COACHING

NAUTICAL EXPERIENCE

sports

sports

For companies, it can be done in rowing and/or
sailing. In this case, the important thing is not so
much the experience, but the coaching program.

Three types of nautical experiences that suit any
type of taste or level of experience in the blue waters of the Mediterranean

MORE INFORMATION
MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
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ROW BARCELONA
sports

Dirigida a personas que no saben remar o conocimientos previos en embarcación tradicional “Llagut Catalá” por la zona de Port Vell.

MORE INFORMATION
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PLAY TENNIS AT THE CLUB WHERE
THE CONDE DE GODÓ TOURNAMENT
IS HELD
sports

Now you have the opportunity to play a match
or receive a class from one of the best teachers.
A privilege for an amateur, as the courts are only
reserved for members of the Club.

MORE INFORMATION

WELLNESS LIFE EXPERIENCE
wellness

This is an exclusive program in a Hotel with private
Spa, for all those who want to live an unforgettable experience. It includes a series of sessions and
experiences with certified professional physiotherapists and yoga teachers of different modalities (Vinyasa, Hatha, Kundalini…), in private and
exclusive sessions.

PRACTICE YOGA AND MEDITATION
IN THE SAND OF LA BARCELONETA
BEACH
wellness

We organize for you, a very relaxing experience
first thing in the morning: Practice Yoga and Meditation in the sand of the most beautiful beach in
Barcelona.

MORE INFORMATION
MORE INFORMATION
Barcelona
Art of Travel
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“ELS ENCANTS”, TOUR THROUGH THE ANTIQUES
MARKET ACCOMPANIED BY AN EXPERT
ANTIQUARIAN
shopping

“Els Encants” is a very especial market of Barcelona. It’s an antiques
market, where you can also spend a great and funny morning.
We offer you to visit it accompanied by an expert antiquarian who
will introduce you in the secrets that thousands of pieces with history
hide.

MORE INFORMATION
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BUY CLOTHES KM0, MADE IN BARCELONA WITH A
PERSONAL SHOPPER
shopping

Our personal shopper is waiting for you to enjoy a shopping morning
in the best show rooms and Catalan fashion stores with the possibility to access their workshops and learn about the creation process.
Catalan fashion has an excellent reputation amongst international
experts.
Personalize your purchase, get out of the conventional stores and
enjoy the suggestions of our personal shopper. Buy or not but know
in depth the world of fashion in general and, especially, that created
in Catalonia.

VINYL RECORD TOUR; VISIT THE MOST IMPORTANT
RECORD HOUSES IN BARCELONA AND VIP ACCESS
TO THE SONAR
shopping

The new technologies have not been able with vinyl, CD, cassettes,
DVD… New, second hand and collector.
We take you to the most representative shops in Barcelona. Enter
and search in Revolver Records, Discos Paradiso, Barcelona City Records, Bcore and others. A specialist will recommend you, according
to your musical tastes.

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
Barcelona
Art of Travel
Live your own dream
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ONE DAY
TRIP
CULTURAL

GASTRONOMY

Meet Dalí, the painter of surrealism, and his
muse, Gala and his romantic love story

Single table restaurant

Discover the secret gem: medieval city of
Girona

VIP SERVICE

Discover the locations in Girona used in Game
of Thrones

Luxury yacht on the Mediterranean sea

In search of the holy grail: tour of the cathars
and the magic Catalonia

WELLNESS

Shinrin yoku forest bath in Girona

Barcelona
Art of Travel
Live your own dream
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MEET DALÍ, THE PAINTER OF SURREALISM, AND HIS
MUSE, GALA AND HIS ROMANTIC LOVE STORY
cultural

We’re going to show you all the places where the world-famous couple Dalí and Gala met, fell in love and lived their romance. From the
town of Cadaqués to the most secret places: The lake where Dalí was
inspired by some of his most famous paintings. The Castle of Púbol,
where Dalí had an extravagant idea so that, after their deaths, their
souls would unite through a tunnel, although, unfortunately, it could
never be carried out. The house of Dalí in Portlligat, with preferential
admission to the Museum and The Castle of Requesens.
You will also have a preferential ticket to visit the Dalí Museum in
Figueras, where Dalí lived after the death of Gala, a refugee in the
Torre Galatea until his death.

Suitable For all ages.
Duration Two days, one night in a hotel.
Includes Hotel pick-up, visits to the different points, lunch and dinner,
overnight stay, visits, lunch and return to the hotel.
Guide Local guides.

MORE INFORMATION

And to top it off, enjoy a delicious dinner at the Mas Pau Restaurant.
To stay overnight, we have chosen the exclusive 5-star Hotel Torremirona Relais Hotel Golf & Spa, located in the Golf Club of the same
name.

Barcelona
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DISCOVER THE SECRET GEM: MEDIEVAL CITY OF
GIRONA

DISCOVER THE LOCATIONS IN GIRONA USED IN
GAME OF THRONES

cultural

cultural

From archaeological testimony of the Paleolithic to strategic location
in Roman times for being above the Via Augusta, to the occupation
by Muslims in 715. Famous for its resistance to Napoleonic troops during the years 1808-1809, to crossing paths between mountains and
seas.

Girona is one of the cities used as a real stage for the filming of the
series “Game of Thrones”.

Girona is the natural capital of its own province, full of history, architecture, and culture.

It was chosen by the directors of this series for the beauty of the
old town and its great conservation.

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
Barcelona
Art of Travel
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IN SEARCH OF THE HOLY GRAIL: TOUR OF THE
CATHARS AND THE MAGIC CATALONIA
cultural

Las novelas de Meter Berlina relacionan a los cátaros con la búsqueda del Santo Grial y mezclan el mito literario con la realidad.
Conocerás esta historia y otras de brujería que han acompañado la
historia de la Catalunya mágica.
La localidad de Llers está considerada como un importante enclave
de brujería y gracias a la obra de Carles Fages, sus brujas se popularizaron en toda Cataluña.
En 1924 se publicó un libro de Carles Fages de Climent con ilustraciones de Dalí “Brujería en Cataluña”, donde se muestra la creencia
popular de que las brujas se reunían cerca de La Font de l´Hortal
situada en la carretera de Llers a Tarradas.

Suitable For all audiences.
Duration Two days, one night in a hotel.
Includes Hotel pick-up, visits to the different points, lunch and dinner,
overnight stay, visits, lunch and return to the hotel.
Guide Local guides.

MORE INFORMATION

Desde Llers, cogeremos la carretera que se dirige hacia las playas en
Llancá y llegaremos a Vilajuíga, antiquísimo municipio poblado por
judíos. Aquí encontramos un castillo donde una supuesta reina mora
escondió un becerro de oro.
De aquí nos desplazaremos al Monasterio de Sant Pere de Rodes y
camino de Llansà encontraremos una roca conocida como Miralles,
donde se hallan restos de antiguas construcciones donde los monjes
del monasterio eran confinados si se sospechaba de herejía.
Después, en el Villorrio de la Vall de la Santa Creu y a un Kilómetro
antes de llegar a Port de la Selva veremos una indicación: Horno y
mina de Puig Vaquer, es una cueva y una roca de unos 400m. de
altura, donde también se reunían durante muchos años los brujos y
brujas de la zona.
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SINGLE TABLE RESTAURANT

SHINRIN YOKU FOREST BATH IN GIRONA

LUXURY YACHT ON THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA

gastronomy

wellness

vip service

The restaurant of a table is a unique and singular experience: an intimate space (where there is only one table) and unites the benefits
of being in the middle of a forest with a healthy meal.

We propose you privately or in a group, a Forest bath let yourself relax and feel all the elements of nature.

Embark on our exclusive nautical adventure, you will be thrilled. We
sail for 1.5 -2 hours along the coast where we can see the skyline of
Barcelona and enjoy an aperitive, on board.

MORE INFORMATION
MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
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OVER
2 DAYS
SCAPE
CULTURAL

GASTRONOMY

Fly to Mallorca to visit Sóller, probably the
most beautiful village on the island

Get to know Sóller from within, living like an
authentic local in the middle of the orchard

WELLNESS

Evening among the vineyards in a luxury
motor home

Escape to rural hotel with meditation yoga
workshop
RELIGIOUS CULTURAL

TREKKING / NATURE

Glamping under the stars in the middle of
nature

The catalan Ignatian Way
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FLY TO MALLORCA TO VISIT SÓLLER, PROBABLY
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGE ON THE ISLAND
cultural
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GET TO KNOW SÓLLER FROM WITHIN, LIVING LIKE
AN AUTHENTIC LOCAL IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
ORCHARD
gastronomy

Sóller is a village in the Balearic Islands, located on the northwest
coast of the island of Mallorca. It comprises seven population centers, which are, Sóller, Puerto de Sóller, L’Horta, Biniaraix, Es Estiradors, Ses Argiles and S’Alqueria des Comte. And it is considered one
of the most beautiful villages in Spain.

We propose an alternative trip to Sóller. There is a small hotel called
Ecocirer, with only 6 rooms where you can live the day to day of a village rich in traditions and in full contact with art and nature. Among
orchards, orange trees, almond trees and olive trees, experience is a
real therapy.

The best way to enter is the wooden train that crosses mountains
and beautiful places and reaches the center of the population. Afterwards, stroll through its historic core and you will feel immediately
transferred to other times. In this town have lived such important
people as Archduke Luis Salvador who claimed to be the most beautiful on the island. The name Sóller comes from the Arabic word “suliar”, which means golden bowl, a very adequate name to describe
the fertile valley of orange trees that surrounds it.

Barbara, Martin and her children will share their day-to-day lives
with you; Go to the local market, collect fresh oranges, taste olive
oils in the oldest tahona in Mallorca, bake traditional breads with
organic products, stroll among almond trees, collect olives or lemons
in their time, cook a typical pizza or enjoy a Mediterranean lunch in
the countryside. Pure and authentic experiences, respecting nature,
animals and people.

In the architecture of this place, stand out the works made by Joan
Rubid, disciple of Gaudí, The Church of San Bartomeu and the bank
of Sóller. The palaces of French influence are also excellent. And it
is essential to visit the Can Prunera Modernist Museum and the Sa
Fàbrica de Gelats ice cream shop.

MORE INFORMATION

The hotel that was a historic house of the early twentieth century
where you could see silent filming outdoors, next to the first Theater
of Sóller, is now a house enriched by design and decoration, carefully
restored, paying attention to the aspects of sustainability.
Definitely a stay to live it with the five senses.

MORE INFORMATION
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EVENING AMONG THE VINEYARDS IN A LUXURY
MOTOR HOME
gastronomy

Multigenerational tourism to share with the family one of the routes
of the Grand Tour, El Penedés.
The magic of the grape harvest awaits you, from learning how to
cook paella among the vines, a picnic in the middle of the forest,
or a game of clues among the vineyards, even a stargazing activity
in the middle of nature… all this and much more is possible in one
of our favorite wineries, which produce special sparkling wines, with
grapes exclusively from the Nadal estate and with a comprehensive
control of the entire process from the vineyard to the finished bottle.
Corpinnat Denomination.
We have motorhomes that will make this experience a luxury for
everyone since you can spend the night in the private land of the
winery itself.

Suitable for All audiences (children the tasting is done with musts).
Duration 1 day and a half
Activity Arrival at the winery and visit with wine tasting and dinner.
Lodging in motorhome
Day 2 Breakfast and visit of the estate and surroundings.
Lunch at a table in the forest. Exclusive area in the forest where a
fabulous lunch can be prepared with total exclusivity.
Official mountain guide for the trekking.

MORE INFORMATION

Visit to the vineyards and tasting of their fabulous wines: Nadal Brut
Nature 2015, Nadal Brut Reserva Original, Nadal X Xarel·lo white ECO
and Nadal X Vermell ECO.
We organized a visit to the winery followed by a dinner among the
vineyards.
The next day a frugal breakfast for a trekking through the forest.
Followed by a single table lunch in the forest.
Cultural route through Vilafranca del Penedés with an official guide.
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WORKSHOP
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THE CATALAN IGNATIAN WAY
religious cultural

wellness

This workshop invites you to disconnect and enjoy Yoga in the middle of nature in a conscious way.
We will look for the absence of stress in the calm of the environment,
close your eyes, refine your sense of hearing, taste, smell and breathe
deeply to feel the present and connect. These elements and a meal
with a soul will be the ingredients for immediate relaxation, to enjoy
the present moment and a Mindfulness session.
We will also work with special themes: how to dissolve negative stress,
rediscover inner power, manage your inner states, balance emotions.
All through Yoga and Meditation.
To reconnect with our essence, renew energies, rejuvenate, rest, heal
old wounds, regain inner power. A reencounter with your interiority,
communication, and the dissolution of obstacles that prevent you
from realizing your projects.

The Ignatian Way is a pilgrimage route that recreates the journey
that St. Ignatius of Loyola made on foot in 1522, from the village of
Loyola, in the Basque Country, to the Cave of Manresa, one of the
most important points in the life of the Jesuit, where he experienced
a strong spiritual experience.
7 of the 27 stages of this long walk are in Catalonia, starting 9km
from Fraga, on the border with Aragon, the first stage begins in Catalonia, the 21st stage of the walk, from Fraga to Lleida, the stages
of the walk follow the following route: Lleida – El Palau d’Anglesola
– Verdú – Cervera – Igualada – Montserrat – Manresa.

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
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GLAMPING UNDER THE STARS IN THE MIDDLE OF
NATURE
trekking/nature

Have you ever imagined spending a night in nature, and in the magic
of sleeping in the forest under the stars?
Keep imagining a private camp and a haima tent in the middle of a
forest. Away from it all, with silence, with peace. Sighting more stars
than anywhere else in Catalonia.
Continue to imagine a picnic dinner, watching the sunset, breathing
fresh air and feeling free.
Sleep soundly and when you wake up, you’ll find breakfast in the
same space, filling your eyes with hundreds of colors, the blue of the
sky, the green of the meadows and the infinite colors of the flowers.
This activity is called Glamping. And many of our customers say it’s
addictive.
You can repeat it among vineyards at the foot of the mountain of
Montserrat, in the middle of a golf course, at an aerodrome, or in several of the places equipped for these special occasions.

MORE INFORMATION
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barcelonaartoftravel.com
E: booking@barcelonartofttravel.com
A: Carrer Corsega, num. 284, 1 Pis, 08008
M: +34 695 211 963
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RUTA LITERARIA CARLOS RUIZ ZAFÓN (OPCIONAL: EN BICICLETA)
La sombra del viento es una novela de misterio escrita por Carlos
Ruiz Zafón en 2002 que transcurre en la Barcelona de principios del
siglo XX. Siguiendo los pasos de Daniel Sempere, protagonista de la
novela llegamos al Palacio Aldaya, punto de inicio de esta ruta.
Pasaremos por la avenida del Tibidabo, donde vivía la enamorada
del joven protagonista, y podríamos llegar hasta el colegio Sant Gabriel (Colegio San Ignacio) en el paseo de la Bonanova.
Sin embargo, en esta misma avenida de más de un Km y medio de
largo comienza nuestra ruta de mansiones a ambos lados, y los jardines donde se pudieron instalar las familias con poder económico
de la ciudad, lejos del centro “El Eixample”.

TOUR EXTRA OPCIONAL:
La ciudad de Barcelona es el escenario principal de la novela escrita
por Carlos Ruiz Zafón en 2002, La Sombra del Viento. Siguiendo la
novela, podríamos dividir la ciudad en dos escenarios principales en
la novela, la Barcelona alta, la de las grandes mansiones de Avenida
Tibidabo, y la Barcelona del casco antiguo, en la que nos centraremos en esta ruta, para vivir desde dentro La Sombra del Viento.

Apto Todos los públicos.
Duración total 4 horas.

Una avenida donde se puede aun respirar aire puro de la montaña
de Collserola y que nos recuerda a alguna reminiscencia de las avenidas Parisinas.

Incluye Recogida en hotel, visitas a los distintos puntos y vuelta al hotel.

Opcional: Casa Evarist Arnús, el Pinar, una mansión neogótica que
parece un castillo de cuento de hadas que se ilumina por la noche.
Respirando el aire puro de este paisaje de la montaña del Tibidabo
en el Parque de Collserola.

Opcional Realizar la ruta digitalmente / Realizar la ruta en
bicicleta

Guía Guías locales.
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RUTA DE LA CERVEZA ARTESANA EN BARCELONA:
LOS GRIFOS DE EL VASO DE ORO, FÁBRICA
MORITZ, 2D2DSPUMA, MIKKELLER BAR
Barcelona es una ciudad donde las cervecerías son centros sociales
de reunión con amigos. Y entre los consumidores, se ha instaurado
un gusto por la calidad. Muchas de estas cervecerías producen sus
propias marcas de cerveza y cuentan con variedades traídas de todo
el mundo. Para conocer las cervecerías más destacadas de Barcelona y degustar sus productos estrella, contaremos con el acompañamiento de un experto sommelier que nos llevará a los lugares de
culto de esta bebida tan popular. El Vaso de Oro, 2D2Dspuma son
grifos que no nos podemos perder, además de probar sus deliciosas
Tapas.
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DESCUBRE LOS ORÍGENES E HISTORIA DE LA
PAELLA Y DEGÚSTALA EN EL MÍTICO “7 PORTES”
Es uno de los platos emblemáticos de la gastronomía española y
conocida en todo el planeta.
La paella surge en las zonas rurales de Valencia entre los siglos XV
y XVI, ideada por de los campesinos y pastores. Siempre la comían
por la tarde.
En sus inicios, los ingredientes de la paella eran, el conejo, las verduras frescas, arroz, azafrán y aceite de oliva que se mezclaban en el
paellero con agua y se cocinaban lentamente con un fuego de leña
de ramas de naranjos, que al mismo tiempo dan sabor y un olor característico.
El restaurante paellero más destacado de Barcelona es el Restaurante “7 Portes”.
Te invitamos a conocer la historia de la paella en La Casa de Valencia en Barcelona, y después degusta este delicioso plato en el “7
Portes”.

Apto Mayores de 18 años.

Apto Todas las edades.

Duración 4 horas.

Duración 4 horas.

Actividad Recogida en hotel, visitas y degustaciones y vuelta
al hotel.

Actividad Recogida en hotel, visita, almuerzo de paella y vuelta al hotel.

Guía Sommelier.

Guía Valenciano.
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RUTA DEL ARTE EN SITGES. INCLUYE VISITA AL
HOTEL DEL ARTE CON 16 HABITACIONES PINTADAS
POR GRANDES ARTISTAS
Sitges es, probablemente, la población catalana donde se aglutina mayor número de Galerías de Arte y Museos, donde se exponen
obras de prestigiosos artistas de todo el mundo. Especialmente en
los Museos de Maricel y de Cau Ferrat o el Museo de Bacardí.
La visita se completa con un recorrido por el Hotel Estela Barcelona,
conocido como el Hotel del Arte. Cuenta con cientos de obras pictóricas que cuelgan de sus paredes y esculturas de gran valor artístico.
Además 16 de sus 65 habitaciones están pintadas por artistas muy
relevantes.
Descubre este tesoro escondido.

Apto Todas las edades.
Duración 6 horas.
Incluye Recogida en hotel, Visitas a los Museos y al Hotel del
Arte, desayuno y vuelta al hotel.
Guía Experto en Historia del Arte.
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DISFRUTA DE UNA CLASE PRIVADA DE GOLF EN
MEDIO DE BARCELONA
Esta escuela taller lleva 24 años en sector del golf en Barcelona. Situado en el centro de Barcelona es un oasis para los amantes de
este deporte. La práctica del golf lleva aparejada una seria de beneficios de tipo físico y psíquico, incluso psicológico especialmente
para niños y adolescentes.
Apto Todas las edades.
Duración Mínimo 3 horas.
Incluye Transporte desde el punto de recogida y regreso.
Guía Profesor de golf.
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